
Course Title: Delivering A Level Religious Studies 

About this course:  

This training course is for those involved in the delivery of A Level Religious Studies or planning to be 

involved in the delivery of A Level Religious Studies.  It is particularly focused on the OCR course but 

this can be adapted by request. The course looks at curriculum thinking and principles, planning and 

delivery, understanding assessment, and ensuring students have the best chance of success.  

You will gain:  

- Understanding of curriculum principles and recent research into learning and how this 

affects planning in RS.  

- A more in-depth knowledge of at least one topic on the A level specification 

- Understanding of assessment including marking exercises 

- A range of electronic and paper resources to help you with your planning after the event 

- A number of strategies and tips to help your students maximise their chances of success 

Session Outline 

A typical full CPD day would be divided into the following 4 sessions 

Session 1: The Big Picture - Understanding the specification: what is in the specification, principles 

of curriculum planning, developing a scheme of work that works for linearity, practical 

considerations 

Session 2: Zooming in - Topic Planning: taking a tricky topic of the centre’s choice, lesson by lesson 

overview, guide to the best resources, tools for assessment for learning 

Session 3: The Examiner’s view: principles of assessment, marking exercises, feedback to students, 

exam technique for students 

Session 4: The Knowledge: opportunity to go deeper into a challenging topic of the centre’s choice 

with a view to developing teacher’s subject knowledge. There will also be opportunity for general Q 

& A 

Delivery Options 

All schools and colleges are different in terms of training needs and available time. Full day, half day 

or twilight options are available where a half day or twilight covers some of the above by agreement. 

Equally a more bespoke package tailored to your needs can be delivered as required. The above 

package can be delivered online if preferred or if face to face delivery not being possible.  

Your trainer 

Chris Eyre has been a head of department and A level RS teacher for over 20 years. He is also an 

experienced examiner: he is currently Principal Examiner for a leading exam board. He has co-

written a number of textbooks and revision guides for A Level Religious Studies. He has considerable 

experience as a CPD trainer in a range of settings 

For booking or more information 

Please contact Chris by email info@chriseyreteaching.com or by the booking form on the website for 

all enquiries.  

mailto:info@chriseyreteaching.com

